.< 2R. Moreover
and hence h>10R/11. On the other hand, for i<h-1,
whlch proves the lemma.
Q.E.D.
s (i+1) (j+2 )) It follows from the theorem of R. V. Erickson [4] that for IE(exp izTo I) exp(-z2/2)l < a31zlme IE(exp itSo-1)l < (1+a Itl)(exp(-t2/4R) a51tlL)H We can also assume that at the time we picked the indices p(q,j) we have made the extra effort to choose p p(q,O) such that for 1,0,1, we have E(f2p+e)<" 10(a'q aq) E Elfjl 2_ It then follows by an estimate similar to lemma 2 that the right hand side of the parenthesis is also bounded by a12L, and concludes t he proof.
